April Newsletter 2017
Wear a colourful Raincoat and brighten up your day!
News.
The last couple of month’s seem like a whirlwind as we try and source new materials from China. We
also had the London Edge show in February which generated a number of orders from the Nordic
countries see below and we secured a deal to buy a large quantity of PVC from a Swiss Fetish shop
which included a number of old and forgotten PVC-U-LIKE materials. We had a photoshoot for PVCU-LIKE last week showcasing new promotional pants and Raincoats produced from the Swiss
material and we have a large on location shoot planned for Elements Rainwear in May, so you can
see we are very busy at the moment.
We are still evolving with new material suppliers from China. Presently we have orders with five new
factories, some of the samples sent have been very interesting and some disastrous which have
resulted in some materials being scrapped and re-manufactured. Unfortunately this has resulted in
some of our materials running out such as Glass clear Black. We are trying our hardest to find
alternative suppliers who have the capability of producing this very technical material and will keep
you informed of progress. We still have stock of the other Glass clear materials and hopefully we will
be able to re-order the Glass clear Black soon. Due to our preferred material supplier closing at
Christmas we have quite a backlog of material in the pipeline. Presently we have 38600 meters of
PVC being produced with a total weight of 16 tonnes and a value of £40,000! Whilst negotiating all
of these orders I have slipped in a few new colours which include Shiny Lilac (VIS1), Semi
Transparent Aqua Green (BLT7) and Pearlised Red (REP1) plus 16 of our standard colours, so we all
have plenty to look forward to.
The London Edge show was a great success for our sister company Elements Rainwear
http://elementsrainwear.co.uk/ We had a number of visitors from Denmark, Sweden and Norway
who are keen to source PVC Raincoats and as a result we sold a large quantity of raincoats to
boutiques throughout the Nordic countries.
In my last newsletter I mentioned that we are setting up a distributor in the United States. This
process is almost complete, we are just waiting for the stock to arrive and then they go live. North
American customers will be able to order any PUL products from the distributor and hopefully have
a improved service and cheaper delivery cost. Once the new distributor goes live, North American
customers will no longer be able to buy direct from PVC-U-LIKE, Canadian customers will still be able
to order direct. To start making contact go here http://www.makeitkinky.com/
In March I managed to buy some materials from a Swiss Fetish retailer who has since ceased trading.
There is a mix of PVC, PU, Latex and some small rolls of “Plagum” a Lovely material which consists of
a shiny outer PU shell and soft PVC on the inside. I have a very limited amount of Plagum and latex
so I thought it would be nice to offer these materials in a limited range of pants (see below). So we
have three categories. PVC, Plagum and PU. We have five colours of PVC which include Semi trans
Lilac (VIT2), Thick Rubbery Black (BKM2) and Semi Transparent Red (RET5) which are old PVC-U-LIKE
colours and Pearl Pink (PIP2) and Pearl Lilac (VIP2)which are Swiss materials. We have nine Plagum
colours Trans Lime, Rose, Mustard, Light Blue and Natural and solid colours Shiny Yellow, Purple,
Shiny Red and Shiny Black with a dull red reverse. Lastly we have some delightful pure PU colours,
Clear, Blue, red and purple tint. We cannot weld the PU together so these pants will be sewn
together. See below for more detail.

New Designs
Unfortunately our Pattern lady left us last year and we are no longer able to offer “bespoke”
garments or “projects”. I have been busy Learning pattern making myself and my first creation is the
RA84 “Fascination” coat. This pattern was based on a 1960’s Swedish Mac we had and is beautifully
tailored. See below
RA84: Fascination Raincoat. Based on a 1960’s Swedish design, this single breasted raincoat is fully
tailored with shaped chest and fluted and full skirt. The raincoat has an attached drawstring box
hood or you can choose a rounded sewn collar. It has two front internal pockets, six front poppers
and a matching tie belt. This coat will definitely take you back in time! Available in sizes Sml/med/
Large/XL and 2XL priced £50. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA84
Promotional products due to be launched later this month.
PA85: Unisex Briefs: Based on our popular PA17 pants we have a very limited number available in
13 Plagum and 4 pure PU materials in sizes small to 2XL. As far as I know Plagum is no longer being
manufactured so this really is your last chance to obtain these pants before they disappear. Please
note that the “Pure PU” pants are sewn together as we are unable to weld them. Due to the cost of
the material and its rarity they are priced £25 but they are worth every penny!
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA85ms
PA86: Unisex Pull on Briefs: Based on our popular PA13 pants we have a very limited number
available in 13 Plagum and 4 pure PU materials in sizes small to 2XL. Please note that the “Pure PU”
pants are sewn together as we are unable to weld them. Due to the cost of the material and its rarity
they are priced £30 but they are worth every penny!
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA86ms
CA15: Promotional Long Cape: We have added the “Swiss” materials to our promotional colour
range. The new colours include VIT2 semi trans Lilac, BKM2 Old PUL Thick Matt Black, VIP2 Pearl
Lilac, PIP2 Pearl Pink and RET5 Semi Transparent Red. Please note that the Pearl Lilac and Pink are
quite heavy PVC. See them here http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA15m
RA79: “Guest” Fashion Raincoat. We have added the “Swiss” materials to our promotional colour
range. So the new colours include VIT2 semi trans Lilac, BKM2 Old PUL Matt Black, VIP2 Pearl Lilac,
PIP2 Pearl Pink and RET5 Semi Transparent Red. Please note that the Pearl Lilac and Pink are quite
heavy PVC. See them here http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA79ms
Something Different.
In amongst the Swiss collection we have some nice “Mackintosh” materials, i.e. two way stretch,
quite heavy PU coated cloth. We have Shiny Black, Shiny Navy and Yellow. We thought we could
offer this as promotional capes.
CA16: Full length Cape. Our popular full length cape with attached drawstring hood, five front
poppers and side slits in “Mackintosh” two way stretch cloth. Available in shiny Black, Navy and
Yellow. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA16
We also have two rolls of nice light green latex and dark green latex which we have converted into
Panties. Colour codes are Light green (GRL1) and Dark Green (GRL2)

PA87: Latex Panties. Based on our PA54 pattern these promotional panties are made up in soft and
very stretchy semi transparent green and dark green latex. Sizes S,M,L and XL priced £35. Limited
number. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA87ms
New Materials
VIS1: Shiny Lilac 0.200 microns. After some initial teething problems we now have this material on
its way to the UK. A lovely glossy and shiny Lilac PVC with a matt reverse finish will look great made
up in raincoats. Due to arrive Early May. Check out the website, we have a few sneaky pictures
hidden in the site. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA02
In The Pipeline
BLT6: Semi Transparent Aqua Blue. I recently came across a lovely raincoat made by a company
called “Joby” in Hamburg which was made up in a nice semi transparent aqua blue material. So I
have sent a sample off to one of our new suppliers to see if I can get some PVC made up exactly the
same!
REP1: Pearlised Red. Some of you may remember we had a guest raincoat made up in Pearlised Red
PVC. I was quire shocked how quickly these coats sold so I have sent a sample of this material off to
see if I can get some more made up. Will keep you posted.
Keep up to date with new materials arriving, discontinuing and ongoing stock level with this link.
http://pvc-u-like.com/docs/Material-Stock.pdf
Material News
Just arrived! PIP1: Shiny Pearl Pink with White spots. This is our old PIP1 material but from a new
supplier. The surface finish is much more glossy and the white spots are not so prominent. The
material is also stronger than our old material. Available now across all garments. Have a look here
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA66
BKG1: Glass clear Black. Out of stock at the moment, we are working on a replacement.
BLS3: Thick Navy Blue. Down to one roll with no plans to re-new, if you like this thick rubbery
material now is a good time to order before its gone. We do have it available in UK made Raincoats
here http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA80ms
GRT2: Thick Medical Green. Has now finished with no plans for renewal. Plenty of capes, suits and
raincoats made up in GRT2 available off the shelf.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=SU31ms
GRT3: Thick rubbery semi transparent green. Down to two rolls, no plans for renewal.
NAT3: Semi Transparent with coloured dots. Down to five rolls, no plans for renewal. Plenty of
capes and raincoats made up in NAT3 available off the shelf.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA15m
ORT1: Semi Transparent Orange. Now Finished, no plans for renewal. Plenty of capes, suits and
raincoats made up in ORT1 available off the shelf.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA15m
Garments
PA84: Unisex Happy Fabi Pants. Now getting low on stock, not being renewed. If you fancy
something different order some now before they run out.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA84ms

PA80: Unisex Fabi Pants. Now getting low on stock. If you fancy something different order some
now before they run out. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA80ms
ST09: Bag of offcuts. This is 2kgs of fun! Random offcuts from the cutting table of all our materials.
Stick your nose in the bag and enjoy the aroma of PVC or use the off cuts to embellish your favourite
Mac or order a pillow case and use for stuffing! http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=ST09
RA83: WOW coat. Simple wrap over style of raincoat with extra volume hood. Very Goth especially if
you have one made up in the new Black/red reverse. Something great to wear for a party for £45.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA83
BO09: Latex stockings. Gulp! These look so good hitched up to a suspender belt. No matter what the
missus is wearing she will be dam sexy with these moulded latex stockings available in Red, Black
and Trans Black. Only £40 http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=BO09ms
GL08: Latex long Gloves. Pour some lube over these moulded latex gloves and Oh dear what a
feeling! No outfit should go without these clingy stretchy tactile gloves. Only £22.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=GL08ms
PA69: Gent’s Moulded “Windel” Latex pants now available in shiny Red and trans black only £30.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=PA69ms
AB32: Unisex Babygrow. Cute baby grow made up in “Fabi” materials with shoulder straps secured
with Velcro, large front pocket with motive and elasticated legs. Great fun for messing about in. Only
£40 http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=AB32ms
AB33. Unisex Babygrow. Available from stock in AB colours this cute baby grow is has shoulder
straps secured with Velcro, large front pocket with motive and elasticated legs. Great fun for
messing about in. Only £45 http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=AB33ms
RA80: Raincoat in discontinued colours. This is our popular RA01 raincoat made up in discontinued
materials. The Raincoat is made in the UK using the last of the material rolls. We have now added
BLS3 (Rubbery Blue Navy) and GRT2 (semi Trans Medical Green) to the choice so get in quick!
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA80ms
Don’t forget some frills:BO10: Hold ups. Hold ups always look sexy under a transparent raincoat! http://pvc-ulike.com/proddetail.asp?prod=BO10s
BO11: Vintage Nylons. These nylon stockings have a nice black pinstripe and always look good with a
nice mini skirt. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=BO10s
BO12: Open Tights. OMG! Tights with open access all areas, very naughty! http://pvc-ulike.com/proddetail.asp?prod=BO11s
PVC Dreams Streaming site. Did you know that Dreams can now be streamed on a ipad.
http://pvcdreams.tv if you want to see our PVC worn by stunning models being very naughty then
start subscribing to the site now. They also have a very active facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/PVCDREAMS/ which is a closed group so you will need to ask to
join but once in there are plenty of pictures and news to digest. The streaming site will play on PC,
mobile device and direct through a smart TV so there is no excuse to not be enjoying yourself!
Best Wishes

GARY and the PUL TEAM

